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INTRO

Covering-up politics: Peace-negotiations

The news about the crisis in
Ukraine comes in thick and
fast. Klagemauer-TV is
constantly reporting about
it. Everybody feels that
something dangerous is
happening here. Not only
dangerous for Ukraine, but
potentially for the entire
world! The fear of World
War III is rising. Instead of
using every possibility to
deescalate the situation in
Ukraine, the West is doing
quite the opposite by provoking the danger of war.
The mouthpiece for this is
once again the media.
There you only find battle
cry after battle cry, over
and over against the “evil
one”, without any active
contribution to pacify the
situation. Former TV presenter Eva Herman put it
in a nutshell: “Listen to us,
finally, you bigwigs of the
media cartel! We have
enough of the warmongering, which only takes place
in favour of gaining power
and money, yet never to
the benefit of mankind.
Haven’t you learnt anything out of history? It’s
enough with propaganda
and smear campaigns! We
want peace!”

is. Is there any chance for diplo- “The only reason why we are
macy in the Ukrainian crisis? not being told what is being
This is what the ministers of negotiated in Geneva is: : It’s
foreign affairs of Ukraine, not peace plans they’re negotiRussia, US and EU discussed ating but new war plans under
in Geneva on April 17, 2014. the disguise of diplomacy!
The only report though, by the Countries which evoke wars
mainstream media was: “The through all means of (proven)
question to what exactly is lies, won’t all of a sudden conbeing negotiated in Geneva sider serious peace negoticannot really be answered.” ations.”
Yet who is such meaningless Experts from all over the world
news useful to? Countless agree: These fake peace negoticounter-voices from all over ations are only pursuing one
the world unite in one opinion: goal: “Through the permanent

The editor (mj./brm)
Source:
http://de.ria.ru/opinion
/20140415/268277050.html

failure of these so called ‘peace
negotiations’ the global public
is to be persuaded that warlike
interventions are necessary.”
So the public rage against
blamed countries (Russia in
this case) is to be stirred up
until a united war can be
waged unhindered. Such covering-up politics is not to be
accepted any longer without
protest by the global community!
Source:
SRF1 (Swiss Radio Station), 8
O’Clock News from April 17, 2014

Putsch-government in Kiev launches “Anti-Terror Operation”
hoj. Even though the Ukrainian Army is put into action
against their own population
by the putsch-government, the
European media reported unanimously in favour of the military offensive of the new
Ukrainian leadership on April
16, 2014. More and more
video recordings turn up on the
internet of an enormous mobilization in the eastern regions of
the country. Civilians have
filmed an almost never-ending
convoy of tanks in the regions
of Kharkov and Lugansk. It
came to partial blockades of
the convoy by enraged citizens.

Until now no western govern- watch how armed rebels seized
ment representative has con- the government buildings in
demned the so-called “Anti- Kiev? If the USA doesn’t want
Terror Operation” of the to give the impression of a deUkrainian
putsch-president ceiver to the global community
Turtchinov, in which people then they should not have two
have already come to death. sets of weights and measures.
On the contrary, US president In view of the current situation,
Obama has let it be known violence in Eastern Ukraine
through his spokesman: “It’s must be a taboo for all who do
the responsibility of the Ukrain- not want to be guilty of warian government to establish mongering.
Sources:
law and order”. Now that is www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hbss7IV01sM
interesting! Why did no one www.youtube.com/watch?v=hh3fozv4-5A
talk of this responsibility to www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7lUOpZ_Z7U
www.youtube.com/
establish law and order when
watch?v=oDlCt1wA-6k#t=230
the elected president Janukovihttp://rt.com/news/
kiev-tanks-amass-east-668/
ch was still in office and had to

Germans distancing from the West
mj. The brainwashing by the
media for the past several
months which has followed the
pattern “bad Russian, good
West” hasn’t produced the
desired results. This was shown
in an opinion poll on the politi-

cal mood in Germany from
April 2014, initiated by the
news program “ARD Tagesthemen” and the newspaper “Die
Welt”. The majority of the Germans don’t want a war with
Russia and have lost confidence

in NATO and the EU. An overwhelming majority of the Germans (84%) advises against military support of Ukraine, thus
they advise against a NATO
operation. This majority pleads
for political neutrality towards
continuation page 2
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Appeal to the Swiss President

Russia and for Germany to take
a mediating role. Most of the
people (92%) do not want to
break political relations with
Russia. It would be interesting
to know if the initiators of the
poll expected this result?! Well,
the Germans do allow themselves to have their own opinion.
Source:
www.welt.de/
politik/deutschland/
article126545412/Die-Deutschen
gehen-auf-Distanz-zum-Westen.html

“We are surprised about your
public statement in the name of
Switzerland; that the Crimean
annexation to the Russian Federation was illegal. This clear
statement has not only angered
and insulted the government of
the Russian Federation as well
as 90% of the Crimean people
but also significant portions of
the Swiss population, which
don’t share this view.
Dear Federal President, we
urge you wholeheartedly to use

all diplomatic means and all
your wisdom and statecraft to
stop the development of this
nightmare scenario, in which
Russia is used as a scapegoat at
this time. As Chairman of the
OSZE you own specific means
to reveal the hidden agenda of
the NATO-states - most of
them on the edge of bankruptcy (USA, France, Italy, Spain,
Great Britain etc.). It’s too obvious how they try to change
things by initiating war. These

Liz Wahl: Resignation has been staged
and. At the beginning of
March the reporter Liz Wahl
quit her job with the Russian
TV-station RT in front of
rolling cameras. She accused
the station of propaganda for
Putin’s policy as well as
censorship. In all of western
mainstream media her courageous deed was praised.
Research, however, found that
it had been staged by the US’

think tank “Foreign Policy
Initiative” (FPI*). They announced it on Twitter 19 minutes prior to the broadcast.
Within less than an hour after
her
resignation
James
Kirchick from the FPI published a detailed and exclusive
story about Wahl on the US
news-reporting-and-opinionwebsite “The Daily Beast”.

* The FPI tries to enforce the
US’ leading role in the world
and an increase of the USDefence-Budget.
Sources:
www.truthdig.com/
report/item/how_cold_warhungry_neocons_stage_managed_
liz_wahls_resignation_20140319
www.20min.ch/
ausland/dossier/Ukraine/
story/31071302

US-warfare in Syria expands!
dag. The US-president Barack are trained in the camps of
Obama visited the Saudi Ara- Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and
bian King Abdullah III from Jordan. This training will no
March 28 to 29, 2014. David longer be carried out by the
Ignatius, a columnist from the military but by the CIA. FurWashington Post, who has thermore, the USA and Saudi
good connections to high func- Arabia plan to deploy new
tionaries of the CIA*, re- police and border-guards in
ported about the conversatio- the cities conquered by the
nal topics of the two leaders: FSA. According to former
“The Obama administration ap- ARD special correspondent
pears […] to have decided to Christoph R. Hörstel, from the
expand its covert program of very beginning this war was
training and assistance for the planned and directed by the
Syrian opposition, deepening USA. Therefore, the doubling
U.S. involvement in that bru- of the forces is not an act of
tal and stalemated civil war.” fighting terrorism, but a
It is planned to double the further military attack on Syria.
number of FSA** rebels who

*Central Intelligence Agency
= One of the primary intelligence
gathering agencies of the US secret
service
** FSA = Free Syrian Army, a
mercenary army, mainly financed
from abroad
Sources:
www.wsws.org/de/articles/2014/04/01/
syri-a01.html
Discourse by Christoph R. Hörstel:
Wave of overthrow in Arabia:
www.antizensur.info/index.php?page=azk9#

“Hypocrisy characterizes
all the policies of
the west.”
Peter Scholl-Latour,
Mideast expert

clear war plans need to be prevented. We don’t want to share
the fate of Afghanistan, Iraq or
Libya in Europe, because
wherever NATO intervened
for alleged humanitarian reasons, they left traces of chaos
and misery.
Sources:
Quote from the open letter from
“Impulswelle”-association to President
Didier Burkhalter April 3, 2014
www.youtube.com/watch?V=
9pl_Uqihba0
www.impulswelle.ch

Closing Point ●
Whoever reads the onesided reports of the mass
media should look at
the comment sections
on the websites of the
large German newspapers and TV-stations.
More and more Germans
are expressing their discontent towards the media by protesting forcibly
against the twisted reporting on Ukraine. There
are peace demonstrations
on Monday evenings in
Berlin and increasingly
in other German cities.
Thousands of people are
going to these “Monday
demonstrations”. Every
week the number of participants increases! They
don’t want war; they
want peace! Here the will
and the opinion of the
common people is clearly
displayed! Let’s play a
part in this together, that
this voice of the people
gets stronger and more resolute!
The editor (mj./brm)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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